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KEENELAND, FALL 2016 MEET 
DAY 5: Thursday, October 13 
 
 
RACE ONE: 
A weak compact field of six juveniles comprises the Thursday opener, a 
$40K maiden claiming affair going a six and a half furlongs on the main 
track. In the interest of smoking out some value, we’ll take a stab with the 
first-time starter BOLD DREAMER in this spot. Grandson of Bernardini 
sports an eye-catching recent work from the gate (:48 3/5) at The 
Thoroughbred Center in Lexington over a deep surface that doesn’t yield 
fast times; 5-1 on the morning line but figures to go off at a higher number; 
value play. Likely chalk HELLOFAGUY pressed moderate splits and quit 
facing maiden $50K types last out in Louisville; turns back in distance. 
Arlington shippers have struggled early in the meet, but TIZ SAMURAI 
hails from a sharp outfit that is capable of getting one to win at first-asking; 
three-furlong local blowout in :36 flat noted. FACTS ARE STUBBORN got 
clobbered in his debut at Ellis Park but endured a green, rough trip and 
slides in for a tag here for Asmussen; improvement likely. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-5-1 
 
RACE TWO: 
MONGOL CALL’s form has improved since she tried the turf for the first 
time back in July at Arlington, and she’s  bred to handle the surface 
change to dirt in this spot. Any Given Saturday filly eases down the class 
ladder off a layoff and only sports one public work during her time away 
from the races—typically not a good sign—but she catches a soft field and 
her connections had Mongolian Saturday ($10.80) ready to win the 
Woodford Stakes (G3) on opening weekend off a layoff. INCLUDERE woke 
up when taking a steep drop in class in her latest start, and she’s been 
training forwardly since for the high-percentage Mike Maker outfit; threat 
on or near the early lead. BELLAMY TORCH has retained lackluster form 
despite dropping in class in New York and continues her descent in this 
spot. Her best race to date has been in a dirt sprint; can improve in second 
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start off shelf on the drop. MISS BLOSSOM seems to have benefitted from 
the time off; returns to the dirt in this spot. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-4-2-6 
 
 
RACE THREE: 
Both halves of the proverbial Maggie Moss/Tom Amoss entry look 
formidable in this spot, though one entrant may scratch with Ricardo 
Santana, Jr. named on both halves. I’ll give a slight edge to KATIE THE 
CUTIE in this open $20K claiming heat, as she won an off-the-turf optional 
$30K/N1X allowance race at Indiana Grand in her last start, besting her 
stablemate and fellow entrant STREET THUNDER in the process. High 
percentage outfit is capable of having one ready to fire off the shelf and 
Moss, Amoss and Santana, Jr. teamed with the $7.80 winner Big Kick on 
Sunday’s card. STREET THUNDER exits the conditioned claiming ranks 
and hasn’t hit the board in two previous local starts, but her form has been 
sharp since being claimed back in June; prefer other half of the entry to 
win. SIRALEN won her only prior dirt going a mile and a sixteenth, 
however that was over a sloppy, sealed racetrack in Maryland. Retained 
spotty form despite dropping in class for her previous connections, but will 
make her first start off the claim for Mike Maker in this spot; Leparoux 
hitting at a 32 percent win clip early in the meet. The maiden BELLA BE 
PROUD was rank off the layoff in her latest start vs. winners, but was only 
beaten five and a half lengths hooking tougher company at Churchill 
Downs. Has a board finish locally but couldn’t handle CAPRIASCA (eligible 
for non-winners of three races lifetime) two starts back; minor award 
candidate. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1A(POE)-1(POE)-5-7 
 
 
RACE FOUR: 
SHARM EL SHEIKH got shuffled back but came again in his career debut at 
Kentucky Downs, beaten a length and three-quarters for all the money in a 
12-horse field. Lonhro (Aus) colt out of a Danzig mare is bred top and 
bottom to handle the stretch out; Graham booted home Mr. Tickle ($10.60) 
to victory on yesterday’s card. At 8-5 on the morning line, SOGLIO is a 
deserved favorite in this turf maiden, as the Scat Daddy colt has been game 
in a pair of grass starts in New York and hooks a softer crew in this spot. 
Motion retains the services of Jose Ortiz, but this colt was denied at 75 
cents on the dollar in his last outing; the one to fear. ONE OF A KIND was 
no match for Oscar Performance in his last start at Saratoga, but that rival 
came back to win the Pilgrim Stakes (G3) at Belmont in wire-to-wire 
fashion by six lengths in his next start; freshened up and training 
forwardly during his time away from the races. The first-timer HUNTIN 
BUDDY hails from a crafty outfit and sports several bullet works at The 
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Thoroughbred Center, which has a deep, slow surface. Hits the board at a 
price (30-1 morning line odds). 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-4-2-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE: 
QUALITY INTEREST has put forth a pair of honest tries since being 
claimed and returns to the main track—his preferred surface—in this heat. 
He possesses tactical speed and there are no world-beaters in the spot; 
sharp half-mile work five days ago noted. GIANT TRICK’s dirt form has 
been useful since he was claimed by Keith Bourgeois, and he exits a quick 
race in Louisville, where he finished second facing mildly tougher rivals 
under the Twin Spires; likes minor awards. CATANOVA’s current form has 
been going in the wrong direction, but he does get a bit of class relief in this 
spot and has an affinity for seven furlongs; finished well-behind GIANT 
TRICK last out in Louisville. PATRIOTIC hasn’t been off the board in four 
previous starts at Delaware Park and turns back in distance in this spot. 
He has been well-backed at the windows and has only managed a hard-
fought head win vs. maidens for a $25K tag; $300K yearling purchase in 
for a $30K tag today. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-2-8-11 
 
 
RACE SIX: 
The Congrats filly RACEY REECEY exits a live heat, as Lovely Bernadette 
($8.40) and Champagne Problems ($11.40) both came back to win their 
next starts at this meet. Her maiden allowance start at Ellis produced a 
pair of next-out winners as well. Juvenile miss drops in for a tag for the 
first time and gets blinkers for a high-percentage outfit; Landeros stays. 
TALEOFTHEPRINCESS tries the claiming ranks for the first time and 
should appreciate the return to dirt in this spot; like the rider switch to 
Lanerie. SISTER KAN is another class dropper, but this filly will try the 
dirt for the first time and the form from the Arlington-Washington Lassie 
hasn’t held up thus far this meet. Tends to break slowly; fringe player. The 
Jones homebred FLASHY ATTITUDE has been breezing consistently at 
Delaware Park since August for trainer Tom Proctor and catches a weak 
field in this affair; seems logically spotted for $40K first time out of the 
box. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-2-10 
 
 
RACE SEVEN: 
Despite his outside draw, the lightly-raced BONDURANT (15-1 morning 
line) rates the edge in this competitive second-level allowance race going 
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eight furlongs on the turf. Bay son of War Front is undefeated from a pair 
of two-turn heats on grass, including a maiden win on the weeds in 
Lexington at 18-1 last Fall. He out-gamed the impressive eventual G3 
winner Oscar Nominated two-starts back and overcame a rough trip to 
finish two and a half lengths off Galton (dead-heated for third, beaten one 
and three-quarter lengths at 19-1, in the Woodford Stakes (G3) opening 
weekend). He’s dangerous stretching back out; overlay. LUCK OF THE 
KITTEN will be an early pace presence from his inside post draw and 
figured to need his last start off a year-plus layoff. Hooked the 
aforementioned Galton in that heat and was bottled up with run at the 
eighth pole; improvement expected from this stakes winner. ABOVE THE 
BAR has won three-of-five starts lifetime going a mile on turf and was 
flying late going seven-furlongs vs. open $40K types at Kentucky Downs; 
finished in the money in seven of his past 12 starts. CHILTERN STREET is 
capable of a sharp effort off the sidelines and has been first or second in 
five of eight turf starts lifetime. Ward barn is off to an atypical cold start at 
the meet, but can heat up at any time. Well-bred colt has tactical speed; a 
player if he draws in off the also-eligible list. 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-1-5-13 
 
 
RACE EIGHT: 
BREAKING BREAD was no match for eventual multiple graded stakes 
winner Carina Mia in her career debut at Keeneland last fall, but she did 
finish 2 1/4 lengths to the good of the well-regarded filly Crooked Stick in 
that race. She came back to win her lone start this year, out-finishing next-
out winner Fellini in 1:15 2/5; tries winners for the first time. ILLUSION 
ARTIST made her competition disappear at Indiana Grand, as she made 
short work of a maiden allowance field by seven and a half lengths in 1:10 
1/5 at even money. Louisiana-bred is another that tries winners for the 
first time; Bridgmohan opts for the top choice. BON HEIR likes this six and 
a half furlong trip and the main track at Keeneland, but she couldn’t get 
the job done two-back at Thistledown facing non-winners of three lifetime 
adversaries; Gorder barn had a winner in Eerily ($26.20) on yesterday’s 
card. JOKASA is capable of a money finish off a layoff and has a penchant 
for minor awards; eligible for the non-winners of two lifetime condition. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-6-1 
 
 
RACE NINE: 
The bay colt QUALITY EMPEROR has a pair of second-place efforts from 
two prior starts, the most recent of which in a turf sprint at Kentucky 
Downs. Calumet homebred is bred to handle the added distance, and Rusty 
Arnold’s outfit saw Romantic Vision ($38.50) gut out a neck win on 
Wednesday’s card; big chance with continued improvement. ALPHA BOY 
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has finished in the money at low odds in both his prior starts in Chicago 
and returns to the races off a brief freshening in the spot. Like the fact he 
was headed and came again in his most recent outing over yielding ground; 
fetched $150K as a yearling. CEDARVILLE overcame an awkward start at 
14-1 to split a field of 10—beaten three and a half lengths for all the 
money—in his career debut at Kentucky Downs; factor at decent odds with 
a clean break. BIG BAD ZIN gets a wide post draw, but overcame a wide 
start to finish second in his turf debut at Monmouth at 20-1 odds. Graham 
Motion’s barn is off to a hot start at the meet; jockey change to Jose Ortiz 
noted. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-10-12 
 


